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'REVD~W ARTICLE 

Social Anthropology and Languag! 
Edwin Ardener. Tavistockj £4; 1971 

It is now widely believ~d th~t, for good orill~ an 
important era in ~ritish social anthropology has ende~. Yet 
the burial rites seem unduly protracted and the final disposal 
of the dead presents a peculiar problem for many of theci are 
still in our midst, apparently alive and occasionally kicking. 
Merely ignoring them seems to have no noticeable effect, while, 
warmly wrapped in the' sheltering syllabus of many departments 
and rejoicing in the fruits of office, the living dead stalk 
amongst us, occasionally snatcl1ing a ,juicy new student and 
turning him into a hard-working but senseless zombie to keep up 
their numbers. 

Or so it mig:ht seem if we were to accept many current 
written and spoken statements ,at their face value, for many of 
the 'new anthropologists' apnear to be greatly disturbed by the 
problem of dealing with their old-style predecessors, and some 
at least are likely to lash about in a fearsom~ way. Some of 
this unease may be due to the many strong personalties of 
affection and respect that bind the new to their elders. It is, 
beyond dispute, to these pr~decessors that we all owe our original 
teaching and inspiration; it was they who helped finance our 
research and elected us to whatever posts we now occupy: without 
them we and our subject are nothing. But there is a further 
source o.f unease which lies even deeper than this, for recent 
studies and insights have increasingly indicated that anthro
pology may be tending to' become its own subject matter. The more 
we understand about the rules which govern or direct thinking 
and understanding, the more we are faced with the problem of our 
own freedpm ii understanding those rules. If we are to end up 
as students of Maxwell's demonology it is no wonder that there 
arises a certain nostalgia for old style simplicity, combined 
with a contempt for those still blissftilly practising it. 

The present volume on anthropology and linguistics reflects 
and develops some of the diverse tendencies within the subject 
at the moment, for it is 'both a reconsideration of anthropology's 
own se:Lfconsciousness and a clearing away of old faults and 
specialisations. As a result the book is more a matter of care
ful feelirigabout, planning and reorientating than a set of new 
insights thrown off in a creative outburst. lrVhile it had been 
obvious for some time tht3t therE) was a prime need to reconsider 
the relationships between anthropology and linguistics, there 
have been few anthropologists in this country competent to help 
do this. (Even Levi-Strauss has been shown to have little clear 
idea of basic linguistic technicalities, while one of his senior 
English contemporaries admitted atari Oxford seminar that he had 
no real idea of what a phonemE: weB, although he did· think it was 
a good idea.) Fortunately some of these few anthropologists 
have contributed to this volume, and have clarified some of the 
problems for the rest of .us. 

Parts of the book make sad and salutary reading. Hilary 
Henson explores early anthropological attitudes towards language 
study and has little difficulty in pointing out their deep in-



adequacies. In doing so she also makes a useful contribution to 
the rewriting of our own inteliectualhistory. Those old genea
logies, running back to Comte or Adam Smith. against which we used 
to measure our"a.Liegiances 6:nd generations, may have been sui table 
for the tribal factions of the 1940's and 1950's but they are no 
longer flexible or many-branched enough to suit the different 
patterns and alliances nowemerging~ Ardener'q 'blank banners' 
of as yet iriarticulate protest have+, after all, often been 'filled 
iri the pa~t by writing tn oid riamesand old slogans rather than 
genuinely n~w creations. . ' 

The failure to see language asa subject for theoretical 
exploration (rather than as a largelyunconsidered tool fox' 
research) is also documented by Robins' discussion of the rela
tions between Malinowski and Firth. As ~riother pi~ce of his
torical comm~nt this is interesting and informative, but the 
essential point that there is more to'bes~id on the 'context 
of situation' can only be followed up in research. RymQs' paper 
on the "Ethnography of Speaking" is the most solid and compre
hensive contribution from what may still be regarded as the 'other' 
side. In arg~ing th~t our concern is to explore rule-governed 
behaviour or creativity, Hymes suggests that we have to enlarge 
our area of' observe,tion to include contextual constraints which 
govern speech, and to try to formulate his 'r~les of appr6priate
ness beyond grammar'. Similarly, Pride's discussi6n of the uses 
of Barthis transactionalist approach in relation to speech 
encounters, and Crystal's tentative exploration of the factors 
involved in code-switching within a 'sinq;le' language, all serve 
to widen and increase our precision in looking at 'context', and 
make it a possibly fruitful area of co-operation between anthro
pologists and linguists. Such approaches are clearly capable 
of leading to some interesting'research, and one can visualise 
whole volumes of projects and results appearing as soon as one 
reads these papers: and yet they seem likely to produce d~tal 
theory conjunctions at a low level of abstraction, that is at 
the level of social analysis which many anthropologists have 
recently been concerned to reach beyond. 

Elizabeth Tonkin, in her paper on west African Coastal pid
gins, attempts to show how someone with a social anthropological 
training may throw light on the growth of pidgins. Although 
handicapped by a grave paucity of data, she manages to throw 
considerable ,light on ,the contact situation andi ts linguistic 
outcome. 

The long and barbarous neglect of theoretical studies in 
language, documented 'by 'Henson and noted in Robins' paper, is also 
dealt with at length in Ardener's detailed Introduction. In 
this he, also takes the opportunity discreetiy to'instruct his 
colleagues in some.of the basic points of li~guistics. The value 
of this introduction lies in the ca.reful way in which Ardener 
covers past relations between social anthropology mid linguistics 
and considers how these may be more usefully developed in future. 
His section on de Saussure should prove useful, in so far as it 
helps fill in some of the gaps remaining ih our ap~reciation (or 
even our knowledge) of what has been happening in Europe during 
the last fifty years or so. Arden~r's remarks on the problems 
of unpacking ritual systems and symbols into spoken or written 
'natural' languages draw attention to how limiting and cumbersome 
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such a procedure may be. This concern with ritual also 
raises,albeit by implication, th~ crucial ~roblem of unravel~ 
ling the.~nter-relatiqp? betweendiff~rent'cbdes and how the~e 
may be seen as fitting or failing to fit together., In ritual 
the simultaneous and/or sequential use of words, gestures, 
objects, music~tastei smell+ pain etc. clearly need handling 
more satisfactorily than hasheen done heretofore. The , 
ritual that is' time itself, or serves to denote time must, of 
course, Gl.lso be taken into account here'- and it is regrettable 
that the basic clue in Needham's paper on 'Percussion a,nd Transi-
tion I has no't, been taken up a.nd developed. ' 

, Of, the anthropologists (if we can still use this, label in 
some contexts) C&rolineHumphrey uses terminology and concepts 
borrowed from linguistics to comdderone group of objects which 
are, at least to some, degree, seen by tb-eir makers and users as 
conveying meanings and messages. Clearly, b6rrowed t~rminologies 
are useful and so are some of the problems' they sugg'est ,(motivated 
signs, isologics etc.). Yet the final use of such terminolor.;:i:.es 
and concepts must he, judged on the grounds of how far they lead 
to insights which would not have been possible in more conventional 
ways. In Humphr'ey' s casei t looks as though much of her a:r;talysis 
could have been carried out" though more cumbersomely, with only 
the most general ideas picked up from linguistics.' Her analysis 
however, is relevant to more r.:eneral problems of word~object 
relationships. Its real achievement is regrettably not demon
strated here - that is: her attempt to relate th~ semiotic in 
myth to the semiotic of the object. If, as she implies, con
flicts, or contradictions on one level can be resolved on the 
other, we may be moving towards some outlining of ,simple patterns 
of transformation. ' ' 

The two key papers are M:Llner's and Ardener's. One of 
Ardener's major contributions to the present' flux in anthropology 
hasb~en to hel~us to understand more clearly the models we use, 
or'have' unwittingly used in the past. He continues this in both 
the Introduction apd, his chapter on the "Historicity of Historical 
Linguistics". The latter, is a further, examination of the problem 
of time in any model, apd an arg1J.ment :that Neogrammarian ,approaches 
in this respect have often been, misunderstood by outsiders as well 
as misconceived by insiders. No Africanist will o:verlook the 
importance of his clarification of the 'status of starred forms in 
relation to the Ban tu problem; while the whole paper of:fersa 
warning against borrowing or stealing techniques which are' not fully 
understood even by their owners. 

',Milner's,paper has to.be seen as part of a set of ideas which 
'he has, explored in a number of recent publica.tions. He is' 
interested in a number of ,more or 1.e,ss fixed, forms of verbalisation, 
and in tTying to understand the ,impac t these have on users and 
hearers. ' In the present paper he att,emptsto show that proverbs 
can be considered as a universal class of verbal forms which 
operate with a homology between~he ~emantic and ~yntactic struc
tures, and gain their pqwer' from this., In arguing in this way , 
Milner is also concerned with pr'oblems connected" wi thriddles, 
jokes, and puns and the overall p~6ble~ 6i"humanperceptions of 
fit or contact, between syste~s, patterns or structures at different 
levels", or ,in different areas, of experience.. ,As such the paper 
must be read in conjunction with recent WOrk by Leach,Dougla~ 
and others. His metho~ of giving (+) or (-) vaiues to the cori-



tent of proverbs is, more debatable and one whit:;'h reflects, asi t 
were, his own int~ition aboti~;intuition (it should be read in con
junction with his earlier 'essay on intuition in 'Birds; Twins and 
the Double Helixl). 

It is clear that, this question of in tu ,it ion i,s becoming an 
area of some importance' in our studies. British and French 
anthropologists have spent ag;re~Lt deal of energy in charting in 
crude form some of the rules bv'which people buildup or organise 
theiruni verses, and the iinp';uistic aspect of this is touched on 
in various places in A.S.A. io. Some anthropologis~s have 'also 
begun ,to show how, in particular circum~tances, certain basic 
categories or divisions must· be protected against blurring Or 
confusion. B~t the pictures they have so fer ~roduce~ seem largely 
one dimensional arid static: at bottom there is always the premiss 
of a s'taticor self-regulating universe in which movement or al
teration is unlikely or impossible·. 1.vh·:J.t now seems to b.e happening 
iqthat increasing attentioriis being paid to how actors themselves 
areabie (intuitively) to recognise and jump ,from one area or one 
level of the st'ructure or pattern to another, and how they may be 
simUltaneously aware of different· patterns or systems w:Lthin their 

'own duI ture and manipulate these for their own, 'ends • While Hymes, 
Crystal ,'Pride and or; hers are beginning to attack this from the 
conte:ict1,l.al end; Milner .3nd others are attempting to clarify it by 
investi~atingthe semantid and Syntactic structurQs of oommon types 
ofverb$lformulations~ 

The whole question' of the relationships between codes, struc
tures and p'atterns wi thin a sin(1:1e culture, or between cultures, 
is one which it is vital'fortis,to investigate: the days of folding 
a paper down the middle, writing 'left' and 'right' on either side 
of t~e crease and then filling in the rest ••• female, male~ bad; 
gopd,'wet, dry, etc., are now.' over. 'rhe'grounds for·the·under
standing .of the ways people are able to recognise ,patterns and 

, structures which ere not fully manifest is becoming easi,er to in
vestigate, now tp,o.t we have realised that a simple set ofsuoh ,com
plement:;try oppositions may ofteri be too basic, br t600ne-dimen
si()nal, to apply in circumstances where actors themselves maybe 
manlpulating::mdrearrariging the systems.·In' this respect a large 
number'of recent essaysbn "lctor-initieted transfbrmationsbegin to 
come together: Tambiah on magic, Douglas on jokes, Hamneton 
~iddles, nnd so o~. ~ilne~'s work rinpr6verbs has begun to demon
strate how these serve to stress c'learreLitionships by posing them 
in terms of the ~ctivities or ch~rticteriitics of well-known creatures, 
objects or specific human roles. The' relatiO~s thus posed are 
extremely $imple, and therefore widely applicable. The head/tail 
structure allows .si tua.tions to be formulc:ted or reformulated by 
posing homologi~s betwe~n existing situations and one 'part of the 
proverb, "Ti th the implication that the rest df the proverbial. 
relation.ship will follow and thus serve to formulate or -clarify 
that part of the si biation w:Q.;i.ch has yet to occUr. In ·some 
societies proverb may be ta.c.kedtoproverb until an 'el'laborate 
abstra6t structure has been created, and a situ~tion fully explored 
~n the non-real leV:el: ~md "theri,whEln'agreeril.ent· has been reached, 
th~~~aisituationre~b~dered. . . 

If pro~erbsas ~ne 'type of verbal formulationcdn be seen as 
providing b,atteries'of "portable pD.radigms"in this:way,.perhaps 
Jt'~ay b~ i6ssible ~pse~ riddles as one way people play with un-
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important poroll~l orhbmblogous relationships in the cosmos which 
e~ch society builds for itself: they are temporary tinkerings 
with categories which leave the gre,3.ter structure untouched. 
Jokes, similarly, come within the same broad framework for they 
a1so point out links which are normally just beneath, the general 
level of normal perception and operation •. As Koestler long ago. 
pointed out in The' Sle~Ewalkers, jokes are like 'scientific' dis-' 
covery, for th~pbsi~t and imply new orderings of relations ; but 
the jok'e remains a joke rather' than a discovery, because these 
new patterns will ,not hold right across the. board -- no more 
tho..n a single sp~?rk ,jumping a gap between two cho..rged bodies is 
the snme thing as a c~ntinuouS current that wilL weld ~hem 
together into a new structure. 

1.lI!hile discussing the hesitant beginnings of such studies 
of ~ransformati~ns betw~en'patterns, or from level to level, 
it is also worth stressing the appalling past'neglect of t.echno
logical proces~ee by gritish social anthropologists. If we are 
embarking on such a study of patternsrmd codes it would seem 
sensible' to start at the 10,,"T level where actual physical trans
formations tElke place (the purpose of technologi'cal opE1rations) 
or .which native actors recognise as . being rule' governed trans- . 
f~~matidns. ~schn610~ical processes centre around physical 
tramfurmations.which (1re largelY-unidirectional. Leach and Le"vi
Strauss have already shown that the results of these transforma
tio.na, the i terns irtvol ved or the proceSs used may be built into 
the system at a differerit level yef the simple problems of how 
these physico..l tr,"J.nsformDtions are explained,ccctegorised, nnd 
diVided in no..tive systems still'await detailed and adequate 
explana.tion. 

Equally we might pay more attention to material substances 
which serve to co..rry out various tro..nsformo..tions and translations. 
One very basic aspect of money stuffs, for exo.mple, is that they 
exist to mnke things, which are recognised as being disparate, 
equivalent ([:cnd therefore exchangea,ble) in terms of 0. common 
subst.s:nce. By virtue of the addition of other symbolic systems: 
number, weight, size, b.nd so on, money gains the increasing power 
of subsuming or abstro.cting from other categories. Freud 
recognised the prevalence of money/excrement equivalences, and 
Douglas has suggested that excrement not only cuts across boun
daries in the human body but, like money, it has the character
istic of reducing the disparate to a common matter. The wide
spread equivalence of water/money as solvents of things or cate
gories also suggests further areas of investigation. 

There is thus some slight interest developing in the various 
problems associated with the actors' comprehension of 'fit' bet
ween variouspatterns, and how these are manipulated and overcome. 
This in turn relates to basic questions about the usefulness of 
all models and why some should be more attractive than others. 
Certain areas of the relationship between linguistics and anthro
pology may prove fruitful in developing investigations in this 
a,rea and the papers of Humphreys, Ardener and Milner are likely 
to be most useful. 

But beyond this lies the far more basic question which 
continues to trouble anthropology cmd of whioh A.S.A. 10 is 
merely a symptom: the question of whether there ,still is or 
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should be ·q.qisci.pline identifiable ,as social anthropOlogy.. A 
great deal of ,the energy nnd worry devoted to this questio,n is 
misplaced. " The question.of whether we have a discipline of our 
own, howeve~ de,fined~nd'constituted, is one which may be relevnnt. 
to the, politics :cif grant-grabbing <lnd adrninistr:;:tiv?convenienc~, ' 
but has nothi~g to do with'iritellectunl achievemen~~ We are 
interest'ad,. or we should be', in everything' which perielins to the 
l:ife of man in society: any thing, any, ,methoa,,"b.hytheory which. 
throws light on this, ,should therefore be of ~ntE~rest, to us.' Even 
the usual clain that ii is useful to ctit off a.small area of the 
total field in order to plough i't· properly no longer seems 
defensi ble: the, isolation charted by Hension merely m.:;\kes our 
past efforts laughable. 

Yet we seem also to be running a further, connected' risk 
at the moment: that of taking tw,o steps backward in order to take 
one step forwnrdsafely and surely. Conferenc2s and debates on 
past errors and current trends may be useful in some circumstances, 
but in the final count a.research subjectcDn only exist by intel
ligentpeople gettin~ on with original research. If our un,der
standing of society is to increase we shOuld cease to sit around 
bemoaning the fact th~t anthropolOgy no longer looks like it did 
a generation ago; nor should we spend our time simply untangling 
old muddles. Our. errOr in the past was to mistake the predilec
tions and intelleciual tendencies of a few established ~cademics 
for a discipline,~nd to think th~t ideas could be tied down to 
some sort of isolated sphere. 'l'echniques may develop among par
ticular academic groups~ but what they are used ,for is not to.be 
confined in any way.' In, the past much of British Soci:ll Anthro
pology has been distinguished by a co~bination of poor scholarship 
and intellectual narrowness. We now need a new intellectual 
community. What the members of thD.t community call themselves 

'does not matter: we are after understanding, not labels. 

Maloolm McLeod 


